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MESSAGE FROM PASTOR JESSE

There is a story in the making here--the

kind your grandkids will tire of hearing. 

 If it is God's will, walking them from the

Kids' wing to the worship service for the

first time, you will tell them about how

you were a part of the first generation

of The Redemption Church that made

the whole project possible. We are 

I have heard stories of the founding

generations of each of the churches I

have served across the U.S. and now we

are writing those stories together. Let

ours be a legacy of a vision for revival in

this lost area. Let it be a legacy of

tenacity, faithfulness, and audacious

generosity. 

This is my favorite church-planting story I

have heard so far and I am honored that

you would be a part of it with me.

                             - Pastor Jesse
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literally claiming

ground for the

gospel and that is a

story worth telling.

That is a beautiful

legacy.



The REDEMPTION Story

Things were bleak at the peak of pandemic lock-downs. In an area

already severely under-churched in one of the most atheistic regions of

the U.S, all three of the church plants based in Bellevue had shut down

permanently. However, there was this group of crazy people rallying

around an audacious and stubborn vision for God to bring revival. Pastor

Jesse and his wife Jessi knew God had called them to plant a church in

the heart of lostness. Surrounded by people who

shared their sense of calling to this area, they held

their first meeting at the AMC Theater in Factoria.

The very first sermon was John 1 and the foundation

for an audaciously evangelistic and ravenously

biblical church plant began.
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23 Baptisms
 

70+ Volunteers
 

17 Teams Recruited
 

200+ Unique Attenders
 

?? Testimonies Shared
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From 0 to 200 in 9 months flat

The Redemption Church bears

fruit evidencing God's hand upon

it. In our first months together,

we have seen twenty-three

baptisms, built volunteer teams

around thirteen strategically

evangelistic ministries, and met

100 souls brand new to church

life in this region. We are off to a

blazing-fast start!
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Joining the Redemption Church has given my family a true sense

of community, a place where we are all brothers and sisters in

Christ. Finding this community has not only enhanced my own

personal relationship with Jesus, it has also strengthened my

marriage and helped my children grow in their faith.

-- Angel Piller-Parrott

I learned how to play guitar so that I could make a beautiful

noise in worship, and yet the death of my sister had stopped me

from even touching my guitar for two years. The Redemption

Church gave me a reason to pick up my guitar; worshiping with

my new church family has been a salve to my soul. 

-- Stephanie Byrd
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We joined The Redemption

Church to encourage the

vision for revival in Washington

and make a difference here.

-- Ken & Liz Osborne

To me, Redemption Church

means sound doctrine, solid

Bible teaching, and passion

for Christ. 

-- Jing Ping Chen

Redemption Church is one of

the 1st churches that we have 

 attended that has challenged

us to get involved in ministry.

Pastor Jesse's teaching directly

from the Bible has opened our

hearts and minds to be

obedient to God's Word. 

-- Michael & Elese Newman
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Many of the baptisms in our first year as a church plant

were little ones making beautiful proclamations of faith in

Jesus! The full music ministry of The Redemption Church

includes not only the band you see on Sunday mornings, but

also Redemption Kids Jam - our amazing kids' choir. Jessi

Campbell and her team offer heartfelt and biblical ministry

to our Preschool and Elementary aged kids each week.

Our Student Ministry is disproportionately large for a church

plant our size - especially for a ministry that meets at the

Lead Pastor's house! They study every passage their parents

study and are locked-in book-by-book with The Redemption

Church's plan go through the whole Word of God. Sure,

there may be the occasional bonfire, tomahawk throwing,

skateboard shredding, and gumbo devouring, but the core

of this Student Ministry is a culture of biblical love.
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Having made most of the necessary start-up purchases

and returned all of the borrowed gear, our trailer is

nearly completely stocked with all that a church needs

to offer musically excellent worship and professional-

quality media. We have hired staff and stocked our

reserves to cover costs in the event of a financial

downturn. We have identified lenders through whom we

could secure a mortgage allowing us to purchase

property. We have worked with Ministry Advance to

solidify financial goals that align with Pastor Jesse's

vision to secure the future of The Redemption Church.

Now, we are rallying the troops to the cause.

WHERE WE ARE NOW



John 1:1-5
"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the

beginning. All things were created through him, and apart
from him not one thing was created that has been

created. In him was life, and that life was the light of men. 
That light shines in the darkness, and yet the

darkness did not overcome it."
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if it's GOD's WILL

With our own building, innumerable ministry

opportunities open that are currently

impossible. Our ability to minister to Kids

skyrockets and the future of The

Redemption Church is secured for the next

century. The only light that can illuminate

the Seattle area's darkness is the light of

Jesus Christ. 

By giving to The Revival Project, we have the

opportunity to literally claim ground for the

gospel and facilitate a life legacy of revival

in each of our joined testimonies.
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We need a facility other than Pastor
Jesse's house to capacitate ministry

throughout the week and for our
numerous outreach ministries.

 
Raising $1,045,000 would allow us
to meet all of our annual budgeted
operating expenses for two years

AND allow us to purchase property.
Let's give together and watch God
light up the darkness in our area!
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Prayerfully scan this list of financial
gifts we need to reach $1,045,000.

Listen to the Holy Spirit's prompting to
see where God is calling you to

contribute - both in regular giving and
above-and-beyond giving. Whether it is

$2,500 or $150,000, give what is in
your heart and do not hold back. 

Pray for revival in our area. Implement
what we as a church learned from

John, Acts, Apologetics, and
Evangelism. Light up the darkness of

this area with your generosity and with
your obedience to the Spirit of God.

# of gifts

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

4

5

8

12

15

Many

amount

$150,000

$125,000

$100,000

$75,000

$50,000

$35,000

$25,000

$20,000

$15,000

$10,000

$7,500

$5,000

$2,500

over TWO years One Fund, One Goal
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PERCENTAGE GIVER

INTENTIONAL GIVER

EXTRAVAGANT GIVER

FIRST TIME GIVER

Our giving indicates much about our hearts. Growing in our faith
causes us to trust Him more with our finances. How beautiful would it
be to see this campaign not only help us land in a permanent facility,
but also grow in the degree to which we trust Jesus with our finances.

 
Take a look at these steps and see where you are, then listen to where

God is calling you next. Is God calling you to finally give for the first
time? Let's roll. Is He calling you to graduate from giving by a

percentage to giving extravagantly? Let's do it. Is God calling you to
not just skim off the excess, but give sacrificially? Let's obey.



PRAY - Ask God for wisdom on
how much you should give.

DECIDE - Be deliberate, willing
to sacrifice, and specific.

COMMIT - Let us know your
contribution and stick with it.

TRUST - Trust that God will
provide and equip His bride!
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The darkness of our ministry context is
nothing compared to the light of the
gospel. John 1:5 even gives away the

ending: "that Light shines in the darkness
and yet the darkness did not overcome it."

The exorbitantly expensive real estate
market in our area is nothing compared to
God's provisions through His people and

that is YOU. 
We already know the ending: Jesus wins.

So, may we pray and give and obey
accordingly! Light up the darkness.

Closing Thoughts
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